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reading the city - Eric Maillet

Institute for Advanced Media Arts and Sciences (Iamas) in Ogaki, Japan. They both .... This project queries the city in all its aspects : visual, social, historical,. 
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READING THE CITY Project for the Ogaki Biennale (feb.-march 2004)



Origins This project is beein studied and prospected since more than 2 years. In the beginning Eric Maillet, artist and art professor in France, was grant holder for a 6 monthes residence in Villa Kujoyama in Kyoto, Japan. He works mostly with new media and was very interrested in the japanese situation. He discovered the prototypes of the future cellurar phones with videos capabilities and started to think about a possible artistic and experimental use of them. Then he encountered Hiroshi Yoshioka, philosopher and professor at the Institute for Advanced Media Arts and Sciences (Iamas) in Ogaki, Japan. They both discussed about possibles collaborations based on a mix of art, theory, experimentation about social situations and new medias, and pedagogy. Then, back in France, Jean-Claude Ruggirello, artist and art professor, proposed to Eric Maillet a pedagogical collaboration in Ecole Superieure des Beaux-Arts de Marseille (EsbaM), in the south of France. Since this time they develop together pedagogical experiences about the use of new media, and Jean-Claude Ruggirello naturally joined the project. Éric Maillet, artist and art professor, did several stays in Japan after Villa Kujoyama ; recently, he did a public work during the football world cup inYokohama, a talk at Eva-Gifu seminar and a personnal show and screeening at Videoart Center in Tokyo. He has many links with different people in Japan. He makes videos, interactive installations, sound works. He exhibits in France and in foreign countries as well.
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Hiroshi Yoshioka is a philosopher from the university, who decided to think about new technologies and their consequences in arts and society. He is now department director in Iamas, and also publisher of the Diatext art magazine, director of the Kyoto Biennale, he publishes and makes conferences in Japan and in foreign countries as well. Jean-Claude Ruggirello is artist and art professor. He makes videos, video installations and sculptures. He exhibits in France and in foreign countries as well (Germany, Switzerland, USA...). The project, at the present time is thinked and conducted by E. Maillet and J.C. Ruggirello in France, and H. Yoshioka in Japan. Because it is a project based on the participation of different people, and because, too, it has a pedagogical dimension, we invited some french and japanese young artists and art students to collaborate. A professionnal programmer, Thierry Pierre, has also been invited to develop and manage the technical part. Thierry Pierre is a famous programmer and engineer, and an ex-hacker. He created Seduwa, en enterprise specialized in the real-time image processing and analyzing.
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The theme “Reading the structure of a city”: about the idea of the urban structure, we can use the semiologic approach as Roland Barthes delimited it from his famous book “Mythologies”. Every element can be significant of a referent which is bigger and includes it ; you just have to make a lecture of it and organize its meaning. 30 years later, the architect, urbanist et theorician Rem Koolhas propose a definition of the city that we consider particularly appropriated to Marseille or Ogaki as well. The city is not a chaos, it is simply an entropy of signs ; let’s know how to recognize them, read them and organize them, so that we could make sense. According to these theories, we created the field and defined of our project.



The project “Reading the city” is about making a specific work in Japan, based on both visual and audio analysis of the city, using a new consumers technology with very strong development in Japan : the video mobile phone. It integrates a video camera and a microphone and allows the video-mail, that is to say the transmission of video and sound to an equivalent appliance or to a server, by way of the cellular network. A first version of ReadingTheCity has benn realized during the first Kyoto Biennale, october 2003 (refer to the archives on this website). It is a teamwork. This second version for the Ogaki Biennale includes 2 students from EsbaM and several young artists and students from Iamas. E. Maillet defined the
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basis concept ; Thierry Pierre creates and manages the system ; J.C. Ruggirello, H. Yoshioka and E. Maillet coordonate the project. The work language is English, nevertheless there will be an edition (printed or electronic form) in French, Japanese and English. The french group stays 12 days in Japan. The first days are for preparation of the project, the workshop itself will last 5 days, and then the last days will be for promotion of the project and meeting people. The invited participants are be dispatched in several small teams (with mixed nationalities), each team will be equipped with one of these mobile phones (kindly provided by NTT DoCoMo, sponsor of the project). They work as a regular mobile phones, but are equipped with a lens and a microphone, and a wide color screen. It is possible to shoot motion pictures and record sound, and then send it to the same kind of mobile phone or on a server. The teams walk along in Ogaki city and live react, by sending sequences, to different questions (kind of enigmatic statements), received regulary by SMS and related to the lecture of the city. All the teams receive the same question at the same time. There is one new question about every 4 hours, night and day, during one week ; nevertheless the coordonators can send more questions if necessity. Each team thinks about and answers the questions in its own way and according to its localisation in town, which is freely decided and never fixed. They can shoot what they want and then upload the sequence to the server where they will be automatically assembled chronologically. This work is not exactly a “cadavre exquis” (i.e. the surrealistic process)
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while each team may, with the use of the phone and at any time, watch at the whole video on the server or communicate with the other teams or the coordinators; hence they can control (or decide not to control) how their sequence will be integrated into the final cut. J.C. Ruggirello, H. Yoshioka et E. Maillet are in permanent touch with the teams and can interact, guide, help, or provoke some situations. Spectators can live watch the project while it is realized, on the spot or on the internet.



So, in a way, “Reading the city” can be considered as a video for which the time of the making is the same than the time of the watching. This project queries the city in all its aspects : visual, social, historical, fictionnal, poetical or political. Behind this query there is a reappropriation of the consumers new tech in a different way than the official-commercial one : to the ubiquity we prefer the relation to a very space ; to the immediacy we prefer the conscience of the time ; to the futility of the gizmo, we prefer a tool to create relations between people.
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Partners and sponsors : Institute for Advanced Media Arts and Sciences (Iamas), Ogaki (Japan) NTT DoCoMo (Japan) City of Marseille, cultural services (France) Seduwa (France) Alliance Française, Nagoya (Japan) Synesthésie (France) Espace Paul Ricard (France)
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Reading the Voynich's manuscript 

According to the same process, the confrontation of the words OH EH .... The corresponding grammatical analysis is presented in the table below, sentence by.
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Scenes from the City 

BIM TU143. 3. Editions Bim, CH-1674 Vuarmarens, Switzerland. +41 (0)21 909 1000 (Phone) - +41 (0)21 909 1009 (Fax) www .editions-bim.com ...
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32 Reading aloud. Practise reading the text aloud. One ... .fr 

Mr. Heath looked sternly at me. â€œThis money won't buy anything,â€� he said, â€œIt's Egyptian.â€� â€œI know,â€� I lied. Then handing him the money from Dad's pocket, I asked, ...
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Colors of the City 

p (like a clock) mp p. A. 7. I. II. P. mp sfz mp mp sfz mf mp mf mp. 13. 4. 4. 7. 8. 3. 4. 4. 4. 7. 8. 4 .... +41 (0)21 909 1000 (Phone) - +41 (0)21 909 1009 (Fax) www.
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Reading the (Draconic) Writing on the Wall 

will occasionally plague his dreams and draconic creatures will sometimes notice him in Glorantha, perhaps to his benefit, perhaps not. Not only can these ...
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Scenes from the City 

Telmo MARQUES (*1963). To Fernando Ramos and Jeffrey Davis for baritone saxophone and vibraphone (2007 - 13'). Scenes from the City. Baritone Sax.
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Counts of Geneva - Gilles Maillet 

But we know that she has a daughter called Berta, mother of GÃ©rold of .... There can be little doubt that this Hildegard was the mother of ... Legl, Frank (1998).
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Plantevelu and the meaning of Plant - Gilles Maillet 

bright face' died, Guillaume, unable to find joy among men, took refuge in ... http://home.earthlink.net/Ëœnathanieltaylor/pdfs/Makhir.pdf. ..... say that cross-cutting folk classifications based on the function of the organisms (say, .... Spanish br
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The City of New Orleans 

C. G. C. 1 -Riding on the City of New Orleans. Am. F. C. G. Illinois Central Monday morning rail. C. G. C. Fifteen cars and fifteen restless riders. Am. G. C.
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Le 100% Canyon & the City 

Un canyon trÃ¨s ludique avec un ... B&B HÃ´tel Aubenas - 07200 Saint-Didier-sous-Aubenas ... Repas du soir au restaurant Ã  cÃ´tÃ© de l'HÃ´tel et nuitÃ©e Ã  l'HÃ´tel.
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Le 100% Canyon & the City 

Possibilité d'ajouter une Via Ferrata à faible coût. www.face-sud.com [email protected]. 04 75 87 27 23. Week-end entre amis. Le 100% Canyon & the City.
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City Awakens, City Sleeps 

œœœœœœœœ œœœœœœœœ. ‰J œ. ‰J œ. ≤. ‰J œœb. ‰J œœ .≤ œb œ. ˙b. ˙ œb.œ.œ.œ. œ.œ.œb.œ. œb. Œ ƒ ƒ. Unis. 60. 61˙. ˙ œ.œ. œ. œ œ. œ. œb. œ.
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Stereotypes, the Single Story, and Reading Content 

Topic recap sheet nÂ°1 : Stereotypes, the Single Story, and Reading. Content/ Documents : Pictures ... Picture(s) (description & meaning). Vocabulary. English. French. English. French. A pushback ... Learn through trial and error. Apprendre en.
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Further Reading 

amount of activity in web development. in that same year we saw the ... there are no examples of code or how to implement a navigation system; .... on developing software for global markets, and many of the suggestions also apply to web site ..... an
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Cold Reading 

have been seeking it for quite some time, I've seen copies of it on Ebay go for a pretty high dollar ... Those just starting out in mentalism or for the magician who will is looking only to ... There are also some interesting things to do w/ your bus
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The Art and Science of Cold Reading 

This concise, how-to manual takes you step-by-step through the process of developing ... unknown subject's life â€“ past, present and future.â€� This process begins ...
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The Gentle Art of Cold Reading - EDOC.SITE 

that you know more about them than they ever thought possible. Knowledge ... tips, techniques, and distilled experience - the inside information which ..... from all aspects, then put it away - ignoring it until the deadline for action grows closer .
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Cold Reading 

I have 'King of The Cold Readers' by Herb Dewey and I recommend that you give it a miss. It ..... You must get "7 days to read the tarot" by Joe Riding.
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speculum matris: duoda's manual - Gilles Maillet 

Spanish marches and the duchy of Septimania. Yet Bernard .... By examining just the opening sections, we see that Dhuoda refers to her letter with a ..... she was urgently striving to say something in her own way, something that was truly hers.
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The Art and Science of Cold Reading 

If you do use Tarot cards, it is a good idea to take the â€œDeathâ€� and â€œHangmanâ€� cards ..... summary documents available in downloadable Adobe Acrobat PDF format. ...... It is often difficult for your wife to control her emotions when you disag
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STAND ALONE READING OPERATION. Reading ... - Matthieu Benoit 

Put S7 switch in position Stop (2-1, 5-4). Put S2 in position Stop (1-2) Led ( D1 Not on schematic ), D5, D4 light off. Safely store the MC68705P3 that has been ...
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smart city et green city 

2 - Â« baromÃ¨tre des services financiers dans la ville intelligente Â» rÃ©alisÃ© par novamÃ©trie et le site score advisor en partenariat avec le groupe arkÃ©a, rci bank ...
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Coquelin Eric - Eric COQUELIN .fr 

Working on several projects, I'm responsible of collecting detailled informations ... management. ... System. Then, my study is provided to the impacted departments (billing ... the Vodafone package which is coded in JAVA and running using ... For my
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The Syro-Aramaic Reading of the Koran - Aramaic-Dem.Org 

A Contribution to the Decoding of the Language of the Koran. F. - Âº Âº -Âº-Âº-e > (s J7.7. Page 2. Christoph Luxenberg. The Syro-Aramaic Reading of the Koran.
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